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After unprecedented momentum and success in global malaria control in the first decade of 21st century, progress appears to have stalled. The easier goals have been achieved, but the remaining challenges require more sustainable and substantial investment in health-related infrastructure in resource-limited countries.

Global malaria control has focused too much on management and not enough on prevention. This disparity has existed partly because the effort and the effectiveness of management are easier to quantify (eg, how much money was spent, how many bed nets were distributed, how many cases were reduced) than those of prevention. For example, if malaria prevalence remained low for 5 years under a malaria prevention programme, one might say that malaria had been successfully prevented owing to the prevention programme, but others might argue that the programme was useless and that the prevalence would have been low without it. One of the problems of the management approach is the necessity of a continuous, sustained program; once the program weakens, malaria resurges. However, the prevention approach emphasises the improvement of the environment or health infrastructure so that the environmental transmission potential is reduced or the health-care system is improved in a long-lasting manner.

Our study published in The Lancet Planetary Health (Sept 1, p e406–13) brings the importance of the prevention approach into light in the international arena of malaria control. Many dams are being constructed in Africa, elevating the risk of malaria in the surrounding areas. We argued that malaria can be prevented effectively around reservoirs if the locations of resettlement villages are selected carefully by considering local wind direction. This malaria prevention approach through environmental control has been implemented successfully around the world, but it has fallen out of favour after the advent chloroquine and DDT, shifting international attention to the management approach. The next step in moving forward with this proposed idea of locating resettlement villages on the basis of malaria prevention, and inform policy, would be to obtain more supporting evidence from the field. A coordinated research effort across fields and continents is encouraged to bring global malaria control into the next era of a sustainable malaria prevention approach.
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